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This study examined the role of acquisition order and crosslinguistic similarity in influencing trans-
fer at the initial stage of perceptually acquiring a tonal third language (L3). Perception of tones in
Yoruba and Thai was tested in adult sequential bilinguals representing three different first (L1) and
second language (L2) backgrounds: L1 Mandarin-L2 English (MEBs), L1 English-L2 Mandarin
(EMBs), and L1 English-L2 intonational/non-tonal (EIBs). MEBs outperformed EMBs and EIBs in
discriminating L3 tonal contrasts in both languages, while EMBs showed a small advantage over
EIBs on Yoruba. All groups showed better overall discrimination in Thai than Yoruba, but group
differences were more robust in Yoruba. MEBs’ and EMBs’ poor discrimination of certain L3 con-
trasts was further reflected in the L3 tones being perceived as similar to the same Mandarin tone;
however, EIBs, with no knowledge of Mandarin, showed many of the same similarity judgments.
These findings thus suggest that L1 tonal experience has a particularly facilitative effect in L3 tone
perception, but there is also a facilitative effect of L2 tonal experience. Further, crosslinguistic per-
ceptual similarity between L1/L2 and L3 tones, as well as acoustic similarity between different L3
tones, play a significant role at this early stage of L3 tone acquisition.
VC 2019 Acoustical Society of America. https://doi.org/10.1121/1.5120522
[TCB] Pages: 956–972
I. INTRODUCTION
Third language (L3) acquisition has received increasing
attention in linguistic research and has been investigated in
learner populations exemplifying various language back-
grounds (e.g., Leung, 2003; Rothman and Cabrelli Amaro,
2010; Slabakova and del Pilar Garcıa Mayo, 2015). A central
question in studies of L3 acquisition has been whether crosslin-
guistic influence or transfer from a previously-learned language
comes from the bilingual learner’s first language (L1), second
language (L2), or both. Many studies have shown that the L1
or the L2 may be chosen as the primary source of transfer in
L3 acquisition, on the basis of several different factors (see
Hammarberg, 2010, for further discussion). These factors
include (but are not limited to) prior language experience
(Bardel and Falk, 2007), order of acquisition (Jin, 2009), profi-
ciency and recency of language use (Cabrelli Amaro, 2013),
typological similarity with the target L3 (Rothman and Cabrelli
Amaro, 2010), and psychotypology (i.e., perceived similarity
between languages; Foote, 2009; Leung, 1998).
However, L3 acquisition research has focused largely
on Indo-European languages and few studies have investi-
gated other widely-spoken types of languages, such as tone
languages, in the context of multilingual development.
Consequently, the degree to which the above-mentioned fac-
tors related to transfer in L3 acquisition may be generalized
more broadly remains unclear. Given the need to understand
patterns of transfer in L3 acquisition of lexical tone, a feature
of over half of the world’s languages (Yip, 2002), the study
described in this paper investigated nonnative perception of
L3 tonal contrasts by three types of sequential bilinguals:
mirror-image groups of Mandarin-English bilinguals (i.e.,
L1 Mandarin-L2 English, L1 English-L2 Mandarin) as well
as bilinguals with no tone language experience. In particular,
we were interested in how previous knowledge of Mandarin
tones would affect L3 acquisition of tones in a language that
shares certain similarities with Mandarin (Thai) as compared
to a language that shows more significant disparities
(Yoruba).
In the following sections (Secs. II A–II C), we review
previous work that developed theoretical models for L3
acquisition, discuss the literature on nonnative tone percep-
tion as well as the characteristics of the L3 tone inventories
in this study, and then outline specific research questions
regarding the effects of tone language (namely, Mandarin)
transfer on the perception of L3 tones that align with the
Mandarin tone system to different degrees.
II. BACKGROUND
A. Models of L3 acquisition
Formal linguistic inquiry into L3 acquisition has been
shaped by three main theoretical models, which have
addressed transfer at primarily a morphosyntactic level.
Each model argues for a different criterion triggering the
selection of a source language for transfer: utmost facilita-
tion, order of acquisition, or typological similarity to the L3.
The Cumulative Enhancement Model (Berkes and Flynn,
2012; Flynn et al., 2004) suggests that previously acquired
linguistic knowledge (from the L1 or L2) will transfer only
when it is facilitative for L3 and subsequent (Ln) language
learning. On the other hand, the L2 Status Factor Modela)Electronic mail: cc@bu.edu
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(Bardel and Falk, 2007; Falk and Bardel, 2011) posits that,
on the basis of being the last-learned language (which is gen-
erally acquired in a more similar manner to the L3 than is
the L1), the L2 serves exclusively as the source of transfer at
the initial stage of L3 acquisition, regardless of whether such
transfer is facilitative or non-facilitative. Finally, the
Typological Primacy Model (TPM) (Rothman, 2011, 2015)
argues that transfer is motivated by typological (i.e., struc-
tural) similarity between the L1/L2 and L3; however,
because judgments of similarity may be based on a linguistic
level that does not generalize to all levels, such transfer may
or may not be facilitative. According to the TPM, after ade-
quate L3 input at an early stage of L3 acquisition, either the
L1 or L2 system is selected to transfer, based on four hierar-
chical levels of similarity with the L3: (1) lexicon, (2) pho-
nology, (3) functional morphology, and finally (4) syntactic
structure.
Although the Cumulative Enhancement Model and
TPM both allow transfer from the L1 (based on different cri-
teria), none of the above-mentioned models predict transfer
to come consistently from the learner’s L1. Several studies,
however, have reported evidence of predominantly L1 influ-
ence in L3 acquisition (e.g., Hermas, 2014; Jin, 2009;
Lozano, 2003; Na Ranong and Leung, 2009). For example,
Hermas (2014) found that L1 Arabic-L2 French bilinguals
transferred L1 patterns to L3 English, leading to both facili-
tative and non-facilitative instances of transfer, while Jin
(2009) found, in a study of L1 Chinese-L2 English learners
of L3 Norwegian, evidence of (non-facilitative) transfer
from the L1 in spite of the fact that the L2 grammar in this
case is more similar to that of the L3. These results suggest
the possibility of an “L1 Status Factor” (see, e.g., Maimone,
2017; Neuser, 2017), which may arise due to the relative
strength of the L1 in sequential bilinguals.
Whereas a possibly privileged status for the L1 has only
recently been recognized as a factor in L3 morphosyntactic
development, the L1 has long played a central role in
explaining patterns in nonnative speech perception (e.g.,
Best and Tyler, 2007; Guion et al., 2000). In the context of
the current study, the framework of Automatic Selective
Perception (ASP) (Strange, 2011) is particularly relevant.
ASP proposes that L1 acquisition involves the development
of L1-specific selective perception routines, which guide lis-
teners toward automatized, efficient, and robust processing
of the acoustic information relevant for identifying contras-
tive sound categories (i.e., phonemes) of the L1. These L1
selective perception routines are crucial to becoming a
skilled listener of the L1 but may be unhelpful for processing
a different language (which is likely to vary in terms of
which acoustic cues are relevant for identifying phonemes).
As a result, L2 learners are observed, over time, to develop
new selective perception routines for processing the L2,
which may also be drawn upon for processing the L1 (e.g.,
Carlson et al., 2016). In the case of L3 perception, bilingual
listeners may therefore bring L1 and/or L2 selective percep-
tion routines to the task. This additional complexity again
raises the question of which language transfers to L3 percep-
tion. Although there is little research directly addressing this
question, findings on L3 perception of Korean, Japanese, and
Cantonese suggest that the L1, the L2, or both the L1 and L2
may influence L3 perception (Chang, 2018; Onishi, 2016;
Qin and Jongman, 2016).
As discussed above, the main models of L3 acquisition
(Cumulative Enhancement Model, L2 Status Factor Model,
TPM) have been applied mostly to morphosyntax, yet their
core logic can also be applied to speech sound acquisition.
Indeed, several studies have focused on phonetics and pho-
nology, reporting a diversity of results that have implications
for these models (for reviews, see Cabrelli Amaro, 2012;
Cabrelli Amaro and Wrembel, 2016; Wrembel, 2015). For
example, some findings on L3 production (specifically, of
voice onset time and accent) support the L2 Status Factor
Model (Llama et al., 2010; Wrembel, 2010), whereas other
findings suggest more of a role for the L1, simultaneous
transfer from both the L1 and the L2, or successive transfer
from the L2 and then the L1 as L3 proficiency increases
(Hammarberg and Hammarberg, 2009; Wrembel, 2012,
2015). Furthermore, a new line of research is pointing out
that the L1 and L2 are unlikely to remain fixed during L3
learning (Cabrelli Amaro, 2017; Cabrelli Amaro and
Rothman, 2010).
Thus, the current state of the science presents a complex
picture with regard to predicting transfer in L3 phonology.
With few exceptions, there is also a bias in the literature
toward examining triads of related Indo-European lan-
guages, as well as a paucity of research on L3 perception.
Consequently, we endeavored to explore models of L3
acquisition in the domain of speech perception by examining
patterns of transfer in bilinguals who speak a non-Indo-
European tone language (namely, Mandarin Chinese) when
they begin to learn novel tones in an L3.
B. Nonnative tone perception and target systems
Prior research has shown that nonnative listeners whose
L1 is non-tonal tend to have difficulty perceiving the contras-
tive tones of a tone language. For example, L1 English speak-
ers were found not to perceive Mandarin or Thai tonal
contrasts very accurately (Bent et al., 2006; Burnham et al.,
1996). Nonnative listeners whose L1 is tonal, by contrast, may
benefit from their tonal experience when perceiving novel
tones, leading to a perceptual advantage over listeners from a
non-tonal L1 background. Indeed, L1 Cantonese and Mandarin
speakers were observed to be better than L1 English speakers
at differentiating tones in their own language as well as those
of Thai (Burnham et al., 1996; Lee et al., 1996; Wayland and
Guion, 2004), an advantage that persisted under conditions of
high stimulus variability (Chang et al., 2017). Additionally, L1
Thai speakers were found to perceive artificial tone continua
better than L1 English speakers (Burnham and Jones, 2002).
However, L1 speakers of Hmong (a language with seven tones)
perceived Mandarin tones less accurately than L1 English and
Japanese speakers did (Wang, 2006, 2013), while L1 Burmese
speakers and L1 (heritage) Cantonese speakers also, in certain
cases, perceived Mandarin tones less accurately than listeners
with no prior tonal experience (Tsukada and Kondo, 2019;
Tsukada et al., 2015). Although the explanation for this varia-
tion in the observed effect of prior tonal experience is unclear,
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the conflicting results suggest that prior tonal experience can,
but may not necessarily, be advantageous for the acquisition of
nonnative tones. However, this set of findings, generally found
with L2 as opposed to L3 learners, may not be generalizable to
the case of bilingual listeners who have established more than
one linguistic system, leaving open the question of whether
bilinguals will show a facilitative or non-facilitative effect of
prior tonal experience when they are at the beginning stages of
learning a tonal L3.
Following from the TPM, it is possible that the nature of
tone language transfer may depend on typological similarity
with the target L3, which motivates the simultaneous investiga-
tion of multiple L3s that resemble the already-known tone lan-
guage to different degrees. According to the TPM, a linguistic
parser would first consider the lexical level in selecting a lan-
guage to transfer, but in the case of unrelated tone languages
with virtually no lexical overlap, the parser would move on to
the phonological level, where there is great typological diver-
sity in the nature of tone systems. Crosslinguistic variation
occurs, for example, in the specific inventory of tones, in the
use of particular phonetic features (e.g., pitch height, pitch con-
tour) for classifying tones, and in tones’ distinctive functions
(e.g., lexical contrast, grammatical contrast). The four main
languages/language types included in the present study thus
overlap to different degrees in their use of pitch variation.
As for the non-target languages (already known to learn-
ers), the first type was Mandarin Chinese, a contour tone lan-
guage with four main tones, one static tone and three
dynamic tones. Traditionally, these tones are labeled Tone 1
(hereafter, M11) “high level” [a55], Tone 2 (M2) “mid rising”
[a35], Tone 3 (M3) “low dipping” [a214], and Tone 4 (M4)
“high falling” [a51] (Chao, 1968), and transcribed using a
five-point scale (1¼ low end of a talker’s pitch range,
5¼ high end; see Chao, 1930) to indicate the pitch contour.
The Mandarin tones are shown in Fig. 1, which plots their f0
contours in terms of speaker-normalized f0 (T) from acoustic
analyses of all of the Mandarin monosyllabic test stimuli
(see Sec. III B; analysis methodology from Chang and Yao,
2016). Mandarin is classified as a contour tone language
because, as evident in Fig. 1, it uses primarily pitch contour
(i.e., the pattern of pitch change over time) to differentiate
the tones, which create lexical contrasts (e.g., /ta55/ “carry,”
/ta35/ “reach,” /ta214/ “hit,” /ta51/ “large”; So and Best,
2010); that is, Mandarin tones can each be distinguished by
their pitch contour, and there are no two tones that contrast
primarily in terms of pitch level. The second type of non-
target language (again, already known to learners), which
effectively served as a control language within each bilin-
gual profile, comprised non-tonal (in particular, intonation)
languages, such as English, other Germanic languages, and
Romance languages (e.g., Spanish, French); these languages
differ crucially from tone languages in not containing lexi-
cally contrastive tones.1
As for the target L3s, we selected two tone languages,
Thai and Yoruba, based on the degree of typological similarity
between their tone system and that of Mandarin. Thai has been
described as a contour tone language like Mandarin, with a
five-tone inventory including three static tones and two
dynamic tones (Abramson, 1962; Gandour and Harshman,
1978). Following the conventional tone ordering of native
speakers (which differs from the ordering often seen in the lin-
guistic literature; cf. Gandour and Harshman, 1978; James,
1923; Yang, 2019), these tones are referred to here as Tone 1
(hereafter, H1) “mid” [a], Tone 2 (H2) “low” [a], Tone 3 (H3)
“falling” [a^], Tone 4 (H4) “high” [a], and Tone 5 (H5) “rising”
[a]. By contrast, Yoruba has been described as a register tone
language, with a three-tone inventory consisting of register, or
level, tones (Courtenay, 1968; Gandour and Harshman, 1978).
Again, following the conventional ordering of native speakers,
these are referred to here as Tone 1 (Y1) “low” [a], Tone 2
(Y2) “mid” [a], and Tone 3 (Y3) “high” [a]. As in Mandarin,
different tones in both Yoruba and Thai create lexical contrasts
(e.g., Yoruba: /lO/ ‘to grind’, /lO/ ‘to go’, /lO/ ‘lukewarm’,
Thai: /kha:/ ‘to be stuck’, /kha/ ‘a kind of spice’, /kha^:/ ‘to kill’,
/kha:/ ‘to engage in trade’, /kha:/ ‘leg’; Gandour and Harshman,
1978). However, unlike Mandarin, only Yoruba is known to
use tone grammatically (Agwuele, 2005; Bamgbose, 1967;
Lamidi, 2003). Thus, with an inventory of register tones, which
is used linguistically in a different way than in Mandarin,
Yoruba’s tone system can be said—at least in principle—to
diverge to a greater degree from Mandarin’s tone system than
does Thai’s.
Given the diachronic instability of tone (Remijsen,
2016) as well as recent findings of sound change in progress
in Thai tones (Teeranon, 2008; Thepboriruk, 2009), we
examined the specific manifestations of the target L3 tone
systems in this study by carrying out acoustic analyses of all
of the monosyllabic test stimuli for both L3s (see Sec. III B)
in the same manner as for Mandarin, and the results are
shown in Fig. 2 (f0 contours) and Table I (durations). As can
be seen in Fig. 2, all of the Yoruba and Thai tones show
some degree of pitch movement; that is, although some of
these tones have been previously described as level tones,
none have as level a shape as M1 in Mandarin, although H1
comes close. Thus, to classify the L3 tone systems in a more
nuanced manner, every possible tone contrast within each lan-
guage was classified as one of two types: a contrast in pitch
contour or a contrast in (primarily) pitch register (i.e., level).
Considering the two languages in this more fine-grained,
FIG. 1. (Color online) Mandarin tone contours (in terms of T), as produced in
the test stimuli. The curve for each tone represents the local smoothing function
fit to all of the acoustic data for that tone (i.e., method ¼ “loess” in R);
each shaded area represents the 95% confidence interval around this curve.
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contrast-by-contrast manner revealed that the Yoruba system
consists of two contour contrasts (Y1-Y2, Y1-Y3) and one reg-
ister contrast (Y2-Y3), while the Thai system consists solely of
contour contrasts; that is, none of Thai’s ten possible tone con-
trasts is a clear register contrast.2 By comparison, Mandarin’s
tone system also consists of only contour contrasts, with none
of its six tone contrasts qualifying as a register contrast.
Furthermore, whereas Mandarin shows large durational differ-
ences among some tones (e.g., M4 is much shorter than M3;
see Table I), Yoruba and Thai show relatively small durational
differences among their tones. Therefore, it is reasonable to
assume that pitch cues are indeed crucial to distinguishing
tones in both L3s, and that, in a continuum of tone systems
ranging from the maximally “contour-like” system consisting
of only contour contrasts to the maximally “register-like” sys-
tem consisting of only register contrasts, Thai’s system is
closer to the prototypical contour system of Mandarin than is
Yoruba’s system.
C. Research questions and predictions
The current study explored three questions pertaining to
L3 perception of Thai and Yoruba tones. First, is previous
tonal experience facilitative in L3 tone perception (Q1)?
Second, whatever the effect of prior tonal experience, is the
effect observed (or, alternatively, larger) when the tonal
experience is from the L1 or from the L2 (Q2)? Third, does
typological similarity (i.e., similarity in terms of one or more
linguistic structural features) and/or perceptual similarity
(i.e., similarity in terms of how languages are perceived by
the listener, either with respect to a specific structure or at a
holistic level) between bilinguals’ tonal L1/L2 (i.e.,
Mandarin) and the target tonal L3 affect the perception of
L3 tonal contrasts (Q3)? The target tonal L3s selected for
this study were Yoruba and Thai, for two reasons: (1) the
absence of lexical overlap between Mandarin and either lan-
guage, which allows for an examination of the role of typo-
logical similarity at the phonological level (cf. the TPM),3
and (2) the clear disparity between the two languages in
terms of their typological similarity (with respect to tone sys-
tem) to Mandarin, as described in Sec. II B.
One objective of this study was to identify which of the
theoretical approaches to L3 acquisition can best explain L3
acquisition of tone by sequential bilinguals who know one,
and only one, tone language. To this end, several possible
outcomes in L3 tone perception were considered in light of
whether they would be predicted by these theories (see
Table II). One possible outcome is Mandarin-speaking bilin-
guals, both L1 Mandarin-L2 English (MEBs) and L1
English-L2 Mandarin (EMBs), outperforming L1 English
speakers who are bilingual in an intonation/non-tonal lan-
guage (EIBs), due to a facilitative effect of prior tonal expe-
rience. This outcome would be consistent with predictions of
the Cumulative Enhancement Model, but also of the TPM
(assuming that, in the absence of lexical overlap, tone
FIG. 2. (Color online) Yoruba (A) and Thai (B) tone contours (in terms of T), as produced in the test stimuli. The curve for each tone represents the local
smoothing function fit to all of the acoustic data for that tone (i.e., method ¼ “loess” in R); each shaded area represents the 95% confidence interval around
this curve.
TABLE I. Durations (in ms) of contrastive lexical tones in Mandarin,
Yoruba, and Thai. Means and standard deviations are over the nine mono-
syllabic test stimuli (3 speakers  3 vowel contexts) used in the perception
experiments.
Mandarin Yoruba Thai
tone M SD tone M SD tone M SD
M1 447 65 Y1 367 70 H1 551 85
M2 469 73 Y2 405 85 H2 545 95
M3 572 118 Y3 418 86 H3 544 62
M4 322 35 H4 551 95
H5 557 97
TABLE II. Possible outcomes (i.e., relative performance in L3 perception)
predicted by models of later language learning (“Y” ¼ outcome predicted).
The four models are the Cumulative Enhancement Model (CEM), L2 Status
Factor (L2SF), TPM, and ASP; the three groups shown in each outcome are
L1 Mandarin-L2 English (MEB), L1 English-L2 Mandarin (EMB), and L1
English-L2 intonational (EIB).
Outcome (> “better than”; ¼ “as good as”) CEM L2SF TPM ASP
MEB ¼ EMB > EIB Y — Y —
EIB >MEB ¼ EMB — — Y —
EMB >MEB ¼ EIB — Y — —
MEB ¼ EIB > EMB — Y — —
MEB > EMB > EIB — — — Y
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languages are deemed more similar to each other than are
tone and intonation languages). The reverse result (i.e., EIBs
outperforming MEBs and EMBs), which could arise if prior
tonal experience is non-facilitative, would also be consistent
with predictions of the TPM, but not of the Cumulative
Enhancement Model. Another possible result is EMBs pat-
terning distinctly from MEBs and EIBs, either outperform-
ing them due to a facilitative effect of prior tonal experience
in the L2 specifically or underperforming them due to a non-
facilitative effect. These outcomes would be consistent with
predictions of the L2 Status Factor, but of no other theory.
Last, all three groups could pattern differently from each
other. For example, under the dominant influence of the L1,
MEBs could outperform EMBs and EIBs due to greater
attunement to pitch in their L1 selective perception routines
facilitating L3 tone perception, with EIBs performing the
worst because none of their selective perception routines (L1
or L2) involve attunement to pitch on the timescale of tones.
This outcome would follow from ASP, but would be incon-
sistent with predictions of the other theories.
Given previous evidence of prior tonal experience being
advantageous for acquiring nonnative tones (e.g., Qin and
Jongman, 2016; Wayland and Guion, 2004) as well as the the-
ory that L1 experience leads to a “neural commitment” to L1-
specific auditory patterns (Kuhl, 2000; Zhang et al., 2005), we
had a basis for formulating three specific predictions about
how the three groups would fare in L3 tone perception. Our
first prediction (P1) was that prior tonal experience would be
overall advantageous for L3 tone perception, while our second
prediction (P2) was that the advantage of tonal experience
would be greater when coming from the L1 than the L2. Thus,
we expected that, of the three groups, the L1 Mandarin group
(MEBs) would show the greatest sensitivity to L3 tonal con-
trasts across different L3s. Our third prediction (P3) was that,
based on the greater typological similarity in tone system (or,
possibly, greater holistic perceptual similarity) between Thai
and Mandarin compared to Yoruba and Mandarin, prior tonal
experience would transfer to a greater degree to Thai, resulting
in Mandarin-speaking bilinguals’ advantage over non-tonal
bilinguals being greater in Thai. In short, we predicted that
prior tonal experience would be facilitative, that this facilitation
would be stronger in the case of L1 transfer, and that typologi-
cal similarity would play a crucial role in modulating this
transfer.
Apart from typological similarity at the level of a spe-
cific feature, structure, or pattern, crosslinguistic similarity
can also be conceptualized in other ways, including percep-
tual similarity. In fact, perceptual similarity between pho-
netic elements of different languages figures prominently in
the literature on nonnative speech perception and is the basis
of a widely tested theory, the Perceptual Assimilation Model
(Best, 1994). In brief, the Perceptual Assimilation Model
posits that nonnative listeners are inclined to assimilate non-
native sounds to similar native sounds, and that different pat-
terns of crosslinguistic assimilation lead to different patterns
of discrimination. According to this model, if nonnative
sounds are assimilated to distinct native categories (“Two
Category” assimilation), they will be discriminated well,
whereas if the nonnative sounds are assimilated to the same
category (“Single Category” assimilation), they will be dis-
criminated poorly (see, e.g., Best and Strange, 1992; Guion
et al., 2000). On the other hand, if the nonnative sounds are
assimilated to a single category but with a different good-
ness-of-fit (“Category Goodness” assimilation), discrimina-
tion will be intermediately difficult. Given the potential
explanatory power of perceptual similarity, we collected
data not only on discrimination, but also on similarity, both
between tones and between languages, in order to test the
role of perceptual similarity in L3 tone perception. Our
fourth prediction (P4) was thus that L3 tonal contrasts would
be variably difficult to discriminate, with difficulty for
Mandarin speakers being correlated with perceived similar-
ity to the same previously-acquired (i.e., Mandarin) tone.
Our final prediction was based in (psycho)acoustic similar-
ity, due to its role in accounting for perceptual variation across
tone contrasts even among native listeners of the target lan-
guage. In short, different tone contrasts are variably difficult to
discriminate for L1 listeners (including those who know no
other tone language and thus should not be influenced by any
other tone systems) as well as for computers, which can typi-
cally be attributed to variation in the objective (i.e., acoustic)
similarity of different tone pairs. For example, Y2 (mid) and
Y3 (high) are more confusable for an artificial neural network





elobı, 2008), consistent with Y2 and Y3’s close acoustic
proximity [see Fig. 2(B) and Table I].4 As for Thai, H1 (mid)
and H2 (low), which overlap in their initial f0 level and show
the same directionality of f0 movement, have been shown to be
more confusable for native Thai listeners than other tone pairs
(Abramson, 1976). Along the same lines, H2 (low) and H3
(falling), as well as H4 (high) and H5 (rising), are also acousti-
cally similar tone pairs because they overlap in f0 level at one
or both ends of their contour and show the same directionality
of f0 movement for half or more of their duration. Thus, our
fifth prediction (P5) was that L3 tone discrimination would be
significantly influenced by acoustic similarity, such that even
bilinguals with no tone language experience (EIBs) would find




All listener participants were recruited from the Greater
Boston metropolitan area. To be eligible for the study, partici-
pants had to identify as bilingual, with their two languages
being Mandarin and English (in either order of acquisition) or
the L1 being English and the L2 an intonation (i.e., non-tonal)
language. Participants included in the final sample additionally
reported no history of hearing, speech, or language impair-
ments, no recent musical training, and no prior exposure to
Yoruba or Thai. They gave informed consent at the beginning
of the study and were paid for their participation.
There were thus three groups of bilingual participants: L1
Mandarin-L2 English bilinguals (MEBs), L1 English-L2
Mandarin bilinguals (EMBs), and L1 English-L2 intonational
bilinguals (EIBs). With the exception of three switched-
dominance EIBs, all were sequential bilinguals with an age of
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acquisition (AOA) for L2 of four years or later. The MEB
group consisted of 20 native speakers of Mandarin [eight
males; Mage¼ 24.5 years, standard deviation (SD) 1.9] born
and raised in China who had learned English as an L2
(MAOA¼ 7.5 years, SD 2.4). Half of the MEBs also reported
knowledge of an additional language besides English (e.g.,
French, Russian); however, with the exception of
Cantonese for one participant, none of these languages
were tonal.5 The EMB group comprised 18 native speakers
of English (seven males; Mage¼ 20.7 years, SD 2.3) raised
primarily in the US who had learned Mandarin as an L2
(MAOA¼ 13.5 years, SD 4.1). About half of the EMBs
reported knowledge of an additional language besides
Mandarin, but none of these languages were tonal. The EIB
group consisted of 18 native speakers of English (four
males; Mage¼ 25.8 years, SD 6.2) raised primarily in the US
who had acquired an intonation language as an L2
(MAOA¼ 11.7 years, SD 6.8). The L2s represented in the
EIB group were Dutch, French, German, and Spanish. Most
EIBs reported knowledge of a language beyond their spe-
cific L2 as well, but again none of these languages were
tonal. Further information about the additional languages
known by participants, including self-reported proficiency
levels, is provided in the open-access datasets online.6
All groups had received extensive exposure to their L2
(on average, 6.5 years or more), rated their L2 proficiency as
intermediate or higher, and reported using both of their lan-
guages frequently. Data on language proficiency and use
were gathered via a detailed background questionnaire
(adapted from an instrument measuring English-Mandarin
bilinguals’ language dominance and recency of language
use; see Lim et al., 2008, pp. 405–410), which was com-
pleted after both perception experiments. The full question-
naire is publicly accessible.7,8,9
To provide an objective measure of their L2 proficiency,
participants were also given a lexically-based test of their L2
knowledge (LexTALE or an adaptation thereof). The L2
English proficiency of MEBs was assessed via LexTALE
(Lemh€ofer and Broersma, 2012), which tests English lexical
knowledge by asking users to identify the wordhood status
of 60 items (40 real words, 20 non-words). The L2 Mandarin
proficiency of EMBs was evaluated via a Mandarin version
of LexTALE (LEXTALE_CH; Chan and Chang, 2018). As
for the EIB group, EIBs represented a variety of non-tonal
L2s: Dutch, French, German, and Spanish. The L2 profi-
ciency of EIBs was therefore assessed via the Spanish ver-
sion of LexTALE (LEXTALE_ESP; Izura et al., 2014), the
French version (LEXTALE_FR; Brysbaert, 2013), or the
Dutch and German versions developed by Lemh€ofer and
Broersma. The scores on these tests (converted to the same
100-point scale using the calculation in Izura et al., 2014, p.
58) further suggested that all groups comprised proficient
bilinguals. MEBs, EMBs, and EIBs obtained mean scores of
64.3 (SD 9.7), 65.6 (SD 7.9), and 63.5 (SD 13.5), respec-
tively, on the test for their L2. These score levels, which all
indicate an “upper intermediate” level of proficiency in the
L2, were not significantly different [Welch-corrected two-
sample jtjs< 0.526, ps > 0.05].
B. Stimuli
All stimuli for the perception experiments were audio-
recorded by three different native speakers of the target lan-
guage in order to be able to incorporate talker variability
into the experiments. The Yoruba talkers were two females
and a male (Mage¼ 38 years) born and raised in Nigeria (spe-
cifically, Lagos, Ikere-Ekiti, or Ondo); the Thai talkers, two
females and a male (Mage¼ 26 years) born and raised in
Thailand (specifically, Bangkok); and the Mandarin talkers
(for the Mandarin stimuli used in the similarity rating experi-
ment), two females and a male (Mage¼ 25 years) born and
raised in mainland China (specifically, Liaoning, Jiangsu, or
Hunan). All talkers spoke a variety of the language close to
the standard dialect, and were proficient in English as well;
thus, their speech might be considered representative of the
input in these languages that learners based in the US, such
as the listener participants in this study, would generally be
exposed to the most.
Stimulus recording took place in a sound-attenuated booth
in the US using an AKG C520 head-worn condenser mic and a
MacBook laptop running Praat (Boersma and Weenink, 2016).
The list of stimuli (consonant-vowel monosyllables, along with
short passages; see Secs. IIIC 1 and IIIC2) was presented to
the talker in the booth via a PowerPoint slideshow, which
primed target tones with real words in the respective language
to make it clear which tone was intended in any given item.
Target syllables were shown in International Phonetic
Alphabet (IPA) symbols (including tone marks) along with
additional clarification (e.g., “la - high tone,” “la - low tone”);
target passages were shown in the respective orthography.
Talkers were instructed to produce each stimulus three times,
and one of these tokens was later selected (on the basis of the
general clarity of the articulation, as judged by the first author
in post-recording auditory inspection) and then amplitude-
normalized (for peak amplitude) for use in the experiments.
In order to check for disparities in acoustic variability (in
particular, pitch variability; see Table I for data on durational
variability) among the three stimulus languages, three pitch
parameters were analyzed in the monosyllabic items: (i) the
low point (f0 minimum) of a given tone contour, (ii) the high
point (f0 maximum) of the contour, and (iii) the distance in
pitch traversed by the contour (f0 range). The results of this
analysis are summarized in Table III. In short, the amount of
variability differed by tone and by f0 parameter, but overall
there appeared to be more variability (as measured by the
TABLE III. Variability in f0 parameters (in terms of standard deviations
from the mean, in Bark) across stimulus languages, by tone. Each standard
deviation is over the nine monosyllabic test stimuli (3 speakers  3 vowel
contexts) for that tone used in the perception experiments.
Mandarin f0 f0 f0 Yoruba f0 f0 f0 Thai f0 f0 f0
tone min max range tone min max range tone min max range
M1 0.45 0.44 0.06 Y1 0.49 0.41 0.17 H1 0.72 0.70 0.06
M2 0.26 0.36 0.21 Y2 0.46 0.59 0.33 H2 0.55 0.66 0.36
M3 0.29 0.18 0.41 Y3 0.41 0.33 0.15 H3 0.51 0.59 0.44
M4 0.53 0.47 0.83 H4 0.66 0.78 0.16
H5 0.57 0.56 0.23
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average standard deviation over all tones) in the Thai stimuli
than in the Yoruba stimuli; this was true with respect to f0 mini-
mum (MSD¼ 0.60 Bark in Thai vs MSD¼ 0.45 Bark in
Yoruba; cf. MSD¼ 0.36 Bark in Mandarin), f0 maximum
(MSD¼ 0.66 Bark in Thai vs MSD¼ 0.44 Bark in Yoruba; cf.
MSD¼ 0.36 Bark in Mandarin), and, to a lesser extent, f0 range
(MSD¼ 0.25 Bark in Thai vs MSD¼ 0.22 Bark in Yoruba; cf.
MSD¼ 0.38 Bark in Mandarin). As shown in Table I, there was
also a tendency for durational variability to be greater in Thai
(MSD¼ 87ms) than Yoruba (MSD¼ 80ms), as well as
Mandarin (MSD¼ 73ms). Thus, given that acoustic variability,
including both intra- and inter-talker variability, typically
increases the difficulty of a perceptual task, this disparity could
make the discrimination task easier for Yoruba than for Thai
(however, as shown in Sec. IVA, this possibility is not borne
out).
C. Procedure
Listeners completed two perception experiments in a quiet
room: an oddity discrimination experiment (Experiment 1) and
then a similarity rating experiment (Experiment 2). The experi-
ments were run in OpenSesame 3.1.6 (Matho^t et al., 2012)
using either a Lenovo or iMac desktop computer, a Cedrus 7-
button response pad (RB-740), and a pair of studio-quality bin-
aural headphones. At the beginning of each experiment, both
oral instructions (in-person explanation) and written (on-
screen) instructions for the tasks were given to listeners in their
native language. In particular, they were instructed to listen
to the tonal contrasts carefully and to respond as quickly as
possible. The experiments were completed in the following
sequence, with optional intervening breaks: Experiment 1
(Yoruba section, Thai section), Experiment 2 (Yoruba section,
Thai section). Since Experiment 2 involved Mandarin stimuli,
it was completed after Experiment 1 so as to postpone targeted
exposure to Mandarin tones until after the task not specifically
involving Mandarin. Further, within each experiment, the
shorter section was ordered before the longer section so as to
decrease the chance of listener fatigue (by introducing a break
opportunity earlier in the experiment); this meant that the
Yoruba section of an experiment always occurred before the
Thai section due to Yoruba’s smaller tone inventory.
1. Experiment 1: Tone discrimination
The stimuli for Experiment 1 included three different
consonant-vowel (CV) syllables, which were combined with
the five Thai and three Yoruba tones to create a total of 24
target items. The target syllables combined the lateral /l/
with the vowels /e/, /a/, and /o/. These syllables were chosen
for several reasons. First, CV is an unmarked syllable type
across languages, allowed in both target L3s and the two L1s
represented in the study sample (English, Mandarin).
Second, the constituent segments are typologically common
and found in all four languages with a broadly similar pho-
netic quality; the use of such common segments was meant
to avoid introducing any processing burden associated with
marked segments, thereby guiding listeners toward focusing
on the nonnative tonal contrasts. Third, compared to other
possible syllables (e.g., /li/), the target syllables /la le lo/
reduce the potential for semantic interference from similar
words in English and Mandarin: General American English,
where the tense mid vowels are diphthongal, has no lexical
items that overlap perfectly since the target vowels are mon-
ophthongal, whereas Mandarin has only a few items that
overlap segmentally (e.g., /la55/ “emotional marker,” /la214/
“horn,” /la51/ “spicy”).
In this experiment, listeners completed a speeded (i.e.,
respond as quickly as possible) four-alternative forced
choice (4AFC) oddity discrimination task (Flege, 2003;
Flege and MacKay, 2004), which used the full set of Yoruba
and Thai tones. On each trial, three auditory stimuli pro-
duced by different talkers were presented in sequence, sepa-
rated by an inter-stimulus interval (ISI) of 1.2 s. After the
three items were played, listeners had to identify whether the
items had the same tone or whether one had a different tone
from the other two. They were instructed to press the button
on the response box marked with the number (“1,” “2,” or
“3”) indicating the serial position of the odd item out (if rele-
vant) and otherwise to press “4” to indicate that the items
had the same tone.
There were two types of trials, which each presented a
three-item auditory sequence: “change” and “no change” tri-
als. The “change” trials contained an odd item that varied in
tone from the other two items (which had the same tone),
with the odd item occurring with equal frequency in all pos-
sible serial positions. The “change” trials comprised 86%
and 92% of all trials, respectively, for Yoruba and Thai; the
remainder comprised “no change” trials. The stimuli on each
trial thus contained the same segments and usually, but not
always, varied in tone.
The incorporation of talker variability within each trial
and the relatively long ISIs were intended to encourage dis-
crimination of the tones at a more abstract level (Flege,
2003) rather than purely at an acoustic level; this also made
the task more difficult. In addition, the inclusion of both
“change” and “no change” trials was based on the view (e.g.,
Guenther et al., 1999; Kuhl, 1980) that the formation of a
new phonetic category increases sensitivity to differences
between members of the new category and other native cate-
gories, but decreases sensitivity to differences among mem-
bers of the new category. The “change” trials, therefore,
were meant to test listeners’ ability to discern categorically
different tones, while the “no change” trials tested their abil-
ity to ignore audible, but phonemically irrelevant, within-
category variation.
Experiment 1 consisted of two sections. The Yoruba
section contained an initial practice block of five trials (a
subset of the test trials) without feedback, and then a ran-
domized test block comprising a total of 63 trials (54
“change” trials¼ 3 tone contrasts  2 possible oddball tones
 3 possible oddball positions  3 syllables; 9 “no change”
trials¼ 3 tones  3 syllables). The Thai section contained an
initial practice block of five trials (again, a subset of the test
trials) without feedback and then a randomized test block
comprising a total of 195 trials (180 “change” trials¼ 10
tone contrasts  2 possible oddball tones  3 possible odd-
ball positions  3 syllables; 15 “no change” trials¼ 5 tones
 3 syllables). All trial types were distributed evenly across
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blocks and across all possible talker orders. With an ISI and
inter-trial interval of 1.2 s each, Experiment 1 took approxi-
mately 25min in all and produced two measures: percent
accuracy (i.e., likelihood of a correct response) and mean
reaction time (RT) for correct responses.
2. Experiment 2: Similarity rating
The stimuli for Experiment 2, which involved ratings of
crosslinguistic similarity, included the Yoruba and Thai stimuli
used in Experiment 1, as well as additional Mandarin stimuli
constructed similarly to the Yoruba and Thai stimuli. To create
the Mandarin stimuli, the onset /l/ and vowel nuclei /ei/, /a/,
and /ou/ were combined with the four Mandarin tones for a
total of 12 target items. For the latter part of Experiment 2,
which examined global (holistic) perceptual similarity between
Yoruba/Thai and Mandarin, the stimuli were longer audio pas-
sages from Aesop’s fable “The North Wind and the Sun” trans-
lated into Mandarin, Yoruba, and Thai.
In this experiment, listeners completed a perceptual sim-
ilarity rating task in which they heard tokens spoken by a
single talker from each target L3 juxtaposed with a token of
Mandarin (spoken by a talker of the same gender), in the
sequence of L3-Mandarin. Each trial therefore presented two
stimuli, and participants had to rate the tone in the first (L3)
stimulus in terms of its similarity to the tone in the second
stimulus on a 1–7 scale (1¼ very different, 7¼ very similar).
The Yoruba section contained an initial practice block of
three trials and then a randomized test block of 36 trials (3
Yoruba tones  4 Mandarin tones  3 syllables). The Thai
section contained an initial practice block of three trials and
then a randomized test block of 60 trials (5 Thai tones  4
Mandarin tones  3 syllables).
After all tone similarity ratings were given, the experi-
ment then proceeded to a final part, consisting of two trials
total, in which longer passages of continuous speech (as
opposed to monosyllables) were evaluated. On these last two
trials, a passage of the L3 (lasting about 50–70 s) was played,
followed by a slightly shorter passage of Mandarin (lasting
about 40–50 s, again spoken by a talker of the same gender
as the L3 talker), and participants had to rate the overall per-
ceptual similarity between the L3 and Mandarin on the same
1–7 scale. Experiment 2 took approximately 15min in all
and produced two types of measures: tone similarity rating
(between paired tones) and holistic similarity rating
(between languages, based on paired passages).
IV. RESULTS
A. Experiment 1: Tone discrimination
The likelihood of an accurate response in Experiment 1
was analyzed with logistic mixed-effects regression, using
glmer() in the lme4 package (Bates et al., 2019) in R (R
Development Core Team, 2018). All data from Experiment
1, as well as Experiment 2, are publicly accessible.10 The
initial omnibus model of accuracy contained random inter-
cepts for Participant and Item (i.e., the specific sequence of
auditory stimuli presented on a given trial) and four simple
fixed effects: treatment-coded effects for Group (EIB, EMB,
MEB; reference level¼EIB), Language (Thai, Yoruba; ref-
erence level¼Thai), and Trial Type (change, no change; ref-
erence level¼ change), and a continuous effect for Order
(i.e., the ordinal position of a trial within the experimental
session). In addition, this model included all eleven possible
interactions among the fixed predictors.
An analysis of variance (ANOVA) on this initial model
[using Anova() in the car package; Fox et al., 2018]
revealed that most of the interactions were not significant [v2
< 3.297, p> 0.05], so to aid interpretation of the fixed-effect
coefficients, all non-significant interactions involving the
non-critical (i.e., control) predictor Order were pruned from
the initial model, leaving four interactions in the final model.
An ANOVA on this model showed significant main
effects of Group [v2(2)¼ 13.081, p¼ 0.001], Language
[v2(1)¼ 18.763, p< 0.0001], Trial Type [v2(1)¼ 9.064,
p¼ 0.003], and Order [v2(1)¼ 20.962, p< 0.0001]; in addi-
tion, both the Group  Language [v2(2)¼ 8.469, p¼ 0.014]
and Group x Trial Type [v2(2)¼ 23.730, p< 0.0001] interac-
tions were significant. The Language  Trial Type interac-
tion was not significant [v2(1)¼ 0.077, p¼ 0.781], while the
Group  Language  Trial Type interaction was marginal
[v2(2)¼ 4.630, p¼ 0.099]. Table IV summarizes the fixed-
effect coefficients in this model. Note that Order had a small,
but significant, positive effect, but there was a separate effect
of Language and no significant interaction between Order
and Language. In other words, the Language effect discussed
below was statistically distinct from the effect of Yoruba tri-
als coming before Thai trials; therefore, we focus on the
Language effect below because this is the critical effect for
our research questions.
The variation of discrimination accuracy across groups
and languages is depicted in Fig. 3. As can be seen in Fig. 3,
accuracies were lowest for EIBs (M¼ 50%), higher for EMBs
(M¼ 56%), and highest for MEBs (M¼ 65%); in addition,
accuracies were, for all groups, higher on Thai (MEIB¼ 60%,
MMEB¼ 71%, MEMB¼ 64%) than Yoruba (MEIB¼ 41%,
MMEB¼ 60%, MEMB¼ 47%), and all groups showed higher
accuracies on “no change” trials (MEIB¼ 66%, MMEB¼ 85%,
MEMB¼ 64%) compared to “change” trials (MEIB¼ 54%,
MMEB¼ 67%, MEMB¼ 60%).11 These patterns were reflected
in the main effects of Group, Language, and Trial Type from
above. The coefficients of the main model (Table IV) showed
that, on “change” trials in Thai, MEBs were significantly more
likely to be accurate than EIBs [b¼ 0.668, z¼ 3.105,
p¼ 0.002], whereas EMBs were not [b¼ 0.329, z¼ 1.492,
p¼ 0.136]; further, EIBs were less likely to be accurate on
Yoruba than Thai “change” trials [b¼ –0.910, z¼4.247,
p< 0.0001], and more likely to be accurate on “no change”
than “change” trials in Thai [b¼ 1.139, z¼ 3.032, p¼ 0.002].
Additionally, the interaction coefficients indicated that the dec-
rement in accuracy observed on Yoruba “change” trials for
EIBs was significantly smaller for MEBs [b¼ 0.246,
z¼ 2.044, p¼ 0.041], that the increment in accuracy observed
on Thai “no change” trials for EIBs was significantly smaller
for EMBs [b¼0.674, z¼3.001, p¼ 0.003], and that the
combined effect of switching to Yoruba and to “no change” tri-
als was significantly more positive for MEBs compared to
EIBs [b¼ 0.797, z¼ 2.115, p¼ 0.034].
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To test contrasts not evident in the main model of accu-
racy, follow-up models were built on targeted subsets of the
data with recoded reference levels of the Group, Language,
and/or Trial Type factors. These models revealed that on
Thai “change” trials, MEBs were significantly more likely to
be accurate compared to EIBs, but not compared to EMBs
[b¼ 0.339, z¼ 1.574, p¼ 0.116]. On Thai “no change” tri-
als, MEBs were more likely to be accurate than EIBs
[b¼ 0.749, z¼ 2.382, p¼ 0.017] and EMBs [b¼ 1.094,
z¼ 3.520, p< 0.001], but EMBs were not more likely to be
accurate than EIBs [b¼0.344, z¼1.135, p¼ 0.256]. On
Yoruba “change” trials, a different pattern of between-group
differences was observed than on Thai: MEBs were again
more likely to be accurate than EIBs [b¼ 0.878, z¼ 4.969,
p< 0.0001] and EMBs [b¼ 0.497, z¼ 2.826, p¼ 0.005], but
here EMBs were also more likely to be accurate than EIBs
[b¼ 0.381, z¼ 2.109, p¼ 0.035]. On Yoruba “no change”
trials, only MEBs were more likely to be accurate than EIBs
[b¼ 1.758, z¼ 5.825, p< 0.0001]; EMBs were not
[b¼ 0.174, z¼ 0.621, p¼ 0.535], and they were also less
likely to be accurate than MEBs [b¼ –1.584, z¼ –5.251,
p< 0.0001]. In short, the Group  Language interaction
reflected the fact that group differences in accuracy varied
by language, with EMBs showing an advantage over EIBs
on “change” trials in Yoruba but not in Thai (counter to pre-
diction P3).
Apart from accuracy, discrimination performance was also
assessed in terms of response time (RT). In particular, RTs were
examined due to the possibility of group disparities in accuracy
arising from systematic differences in response speed. To investi-
gate this possibility, log-transformed RTs for accurate responses
were analyzed with linear mixed-effects regression, using
lmer() in the lmerTest package (Kuznetsova et al., 2019)
and excluding outlier RTs greater than 2.5 SD from the partici-
pant’s mean (3.1% of the data). The structure of the main model
of RT was the same as in the main model of discrimination accu-
racy. An ANOVA on this model showed significant main effects
of Group [v2(2)¼ 11.253, p¼ 0.004] and Order [v2(1)¼ 70.740,
p< 0.0001], but not of Language [v2(1)¼0.513, p¼ 0.474]
or Trial Type [v2(1)¼1.960, p¼ 0.162]; in addition, the Group
 Language interaction was significant [v2(2)¼ 23.789, p
< 0.0001]. The Group  Trial Type [v2(2)¼ 5.920, p¼ 0.052],
Language  Trial Type [v2(1)¼ 3.321, p¼ 0.068], and Group
 Language  Trial Type [v2(2)¼ 5.305, p¼ 0.070] interac-
tions were all marginal. Table V summarizes the fixed-effect
coefficients in this model.
The variation of (log) RT across groups and languages is
depicted in Fig. 4. As shown in Fig. 4, the RT data generally
mirrored the accuracy data: RTs were fastest for MEBs
(M¼0.407), followed by EMBs (M¼0.171) and then EIBs
(M¼0.093). However, the effect of Language was not consis-
tent across groups, with EIBs and EMBs showing considerably
slower RTs on Yoruba than Thai (Yoruba: MEIB¼ 0.053,
MEMB¼0.038; Thai: MEIB¼0.124, MEMB¼0.203) but
MEBs showing virtually no difference between the two lan-
guages (M¼0.400 on Yoruba vs 0.409 on Thai). The effect
of trial type was also not consistent, with MEBs showing faster
TABLE IV. Fixed-effect terms in the main logistic mixed-effects model of accuracy in Experiment 1 (tone discrimination). Significance codes: *p< 0.05,
**p< 0.01, ***p< 0.001.
Predictor b SE z p
(Intercept) 0.200 0.186 1.078 0.281
Group: MEB 0.668 0.215 3.105 0.002**
Group: EMB 0.329 0.220 1.492 0.136
Language: Yoruba 0.910 0.214 4.247 <0.0001***
Trial Type: no change 1.139 0.376 3.032 0.002**
Order 0.002 0.0004 4.578 <0.0001***
Group: MEB  Language: Yoruba 0.246 0.120 2.044 0.041*
Group: EMB  Language: Yoruba 0.069 0.123 0.558 0.577
Group: MEB  Trial Type: no change 0.081 0.244 0.332 0.740
Group: EMB  Trial Type: no change 0.674 0.224 3.001 0.003**
Language: Yoruba  Trial Type: no change 0.551 0.615 0.896 0.370
Group: MEB  Language: Yoruba  Trial Type: no change 0.797 0.377 2.115 0.034*
Group: EMB  Language: Yoruba  Trial Type: no change 0.469 0.350 1.340 0.180
FIG. 3. (Color online) Overall accuracy in discriminating nonnative tonal
contrasts in Experiment 1, by target language (in order of increasing typo-
logical similarity to Mandarin) and group. The L1 English-L2 intonational
(EIB), L1 Mandarin-L2 English (MEB), and L1 English-L2 Mandarin
(EMB) groups are represented, respectively, in circles, triangles, and
squares. Error bars mark61 standard error (SE) over participants; the dotted
horizontal line marks chance-level performance over both “change” and “no
change” trials (¼ 25%).
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RTs on “no change” trials (M¼0.469, cf. 0.399 on
“change”), EMBs showing little difference between the two trial
types (M¼0.180 on “no change,” cf. 0.171 on “change”),
and EIBs showing slower RTs on “no change” trials
(M¼0.077, cf. 0.095 on “change”). These patterns were
reflected in the main effect of Group and non-significant effects
of Language and Trial Type from above. Apart from a general
tendency for RTs to get faster over the course of the experiment
[b¼0.001, t¼8.411, p< 0.0001], the coefficients of the
main model (Table V) showed that, on “change” trials in Thai,
MEBs responded significantly faster than EIBs [b¼0.261,
t¼2.677, p¼ 0.010], whereas EMBs did not [b¼0.078,
t¼0.784, p¼ 0.437]. Additionally, the interaction coefficients
indicated that the small slowdown observed on Yoruba
“change” trials for EIBs was significantly reduced—in fact,
reversed—for MEBs [b¼0.207, t¼4.762, p< 0.0001],
although this effect was basically nullified on Yoruba “no
change” trials [b¼ 0.242, t¼ 2.233, p¼ 0.026]. Furthermore,
the small speed-up observed on Thai “no change” trials for
EIBs was significantly larger for MEBs [b¼0.184,
t¼3.226, p¼ 0.001].
To test contrasts not evident in the main model of RT,
follow-up models were built on targeted subsets of the data
with recoded reference levels of the Group, Language, and/
or Trial Type factors. These models revealed that on Thai
“change” trials, MEBs were significantly faster than EIBs,
but only marginally faster than EMBs [b¼0.183,
t¼1.874, p¼ 0.066]. On Thai “no change” trials, MEBs
were faster than EIBs [b¼0.445, t¼4.045, p< 0.001]
and EMBs [b¼0.298, t¼2.685, p¼ 0.009], but EMBs
were not significantly faster than EIBs [b¼0.147,
t¼1.286, p¼ 0.202]. On Yoruba “change” trials, a differ-
ent pattern of between-group differences was observed than
on Thai: MEBs were again faster than EIBs [b¼0.475,
t¼4.014, p< 0.001], but here they were also significantly
faster than EMBs [b¼0.349, t¼2.973, p¼ 0.004], who
were not significantly faster than EIBs [b¼0.126,
t¼1.031, p¼ 0.307]. On Yoruba “no change” trials,
MEBs were again faster than both EIBs [b¼0.406,
t¼2.922, p¼ 0.004] and EMBs [b¼0.347, t¼2.533,
p¼ 0.013], while EMBs were not significantly faster than
EIBs [b¼0.059, t¼0.401, p¼ 0.689]. In short, the
Group  Language interaction for RTs arose because group
differences varied by language, largely due to the fact that
only MEBs’ RTs, clearly the fastest of all groups, were unaf-
fected by language. Thus, RTs provided converging evi-
dence of MEBs’ perceptual advantage over the other two
groups. The pattern of group differences in RT, as well as
accuracy, is summarized in Table VI.
The final part of the analysis of tone discrimination per-
formance focused on accuracy across different tonal con-
trasts, which varied considerably both in Yoruba and in
Thai. As shown in Fig. 5, all listener groups, including
MEBs, showed comparatively low accuracy on the Yoruba
Y2-Y3 (mid vs high) and Thai H1-H2 (mid vs low), H2-H3
(low vs falling), and H4-H5 (high vs rising) contrasts. To
analyze this pattern statistically, separate logistic mixed-
effects models were built for each group on each target L3,
with the same random-effects structure as the model in
TABLE V. Fixed-effect terms in the main linear mixed-effects model of response time in Experiment 1 (tone discrimination). Significance codes: *p< 0.05,
**p< 0.01, ***p< 0.001.
Predictor b SE t p
(Intercept) 0.012 0.073 0.160 0.873
Group: MEB 0.261 0.097 2.677 0.010*
Group: EMB 0.078 0.100 0.784 0.437
Language: Yoruba 0.049 0.046 1.053 0.293
Trial Type: no change 0.018 0.063 0.281 0.779
Order 0.001 0.0001 8.411 <0.0001***
Group: MEB  Language: Yoruba 0.207 0.043 4.762 <0.0001***
Group: EMB  Language: Yoruba 0.034 0.046 0.740 0.459
Group: MEB  Trial Type: no change 0.184 0.057 3.226 0.001**
Group: EMB  Trial Type: no change 0.069 0.062 1.114 0.265
Language: Yoruba  Trial Type: no change 0.025 0.116 0.217 0.828
Group: MEB  Language: Yoruba  Trial Type: no change 0.242 0.108 2.233 0.026*
Group: EMB  Language: Yoruba  Trial Type: no change 0.096 0.119 0.809 0.419
FIG. 4. (Color online) Overall response time (log) for correct responses in
Experiment 1, by target language (in order of increasing typological similar-
ity to Mandarin) and group. The L1 English-L2 intonational (EIB), L1
Mandarin-L2 English (MEB), and L1 English-L2 Mandarin (EMB) groups
are represented, respectively, in circles, triangles, and squares. Error bars
mark61 SE over participants.
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Table IV but a deviation-coded (meaning the contrast esti-
mate is against the grand mean rather than a reference level)
fixed effect for Contrast. These models confirmed that,
for all groups, the likelihood of accuracy was significantly
lower than average for Y2-Y3 [bs<0.437, zs<2.361,
ps< 0.05], H1-H2 [bs<1.125, zs<5.898, ps< 0.0001],
and H4-H5 [bs<2.489, zs<12.095, ps < 0.0001].
However, H2-H3 showed a likelihood of accuracy signifi-
cantly lower than average only for MEBs [b¼1.612,
t¼8.373, p< 0.0001] and not for EIBs or EMBs [jbjs
< 0.158, jzjs< 0.822, ps > 0.05]. At the same time, the like-
lihood of accuracy was significantly higher than average for
other contrasts, such as Y1-Y3 for EMBs and MEBs
[bs> 0.501, zs > 2.727, ps < 0.01] and H3-H5 for all groups
[bs> 0.808, zs > 4.841, ps < 0.0001].
Given previous findings of L2 Mandarin transfer that
was specific to L3 tone pairs contrasting in pitch direction
(Qin and Jongman, 2016), variation in accuracy across dif-
ferent tonal contrasts was also analyzed in terms of a dichot-
omy between “height pairs” (i.e., tonal contrasts based
primarily on pitch height) and “direction pairs” (i.e., tonal
contrasts based primarily on pitch direction), in order to see
whether between-group differences were specific to certain
contrast types. For this analysis, the contrasts classified as
clear “height pairs” were Y2-Y3 and H1-H2 (because the
general directionality, if not the slope, of any pitch change is
the same for the two tones), while those classified as clear
“direction pairs” were H1-H4 and H2-H5 (because a sub-
stantial portion, i.e., 50% or more, of the tone contour occurs
at around the same pitch height for the two tones; note that,
consistent with its classification as a register tone language,
there are no clear “direction pairs” in Yoruba). This analysis
did not reveal any systematic effect of the “height pair” vs
“direction pair” dichotomy. More specifically, the perceptual
advantage that EMBs, as well as MEBs, showed over EIBs
was not targeted toward “direction pairs.” For example,
EMBs did not show an advantage over EIBs on the
“direction pairs” H1-H4 and H2-H5, while they did show an
advantage—in fact, the clearest advantage—on the “height
pair” H1-H2 (Fig. 5).
In short, the results of the by-contrast analyses were
consistent with our prediction regarding the effect of acous-
tic similarity on relative discriminability (P5), showing a
similar pattern of variation across contrasts in all groups,
including EIBs. Notably, however, whereas MEBs had the
highest accuracy of all groups on nearly every contrast, they
showed comparatively low accuracy on the Thai H2-H3
(low vs falling) contrast, actually the lowest of the three
groups. To explore this between-group variation across con-
trasts further, we examined the perceptual similarity data
gathered in Experiment 2.
B. Experiment 2: Crosslinguistic perceptual similarity
Recall that the purpose of Experiment 2 was to see
whether, in line with the Perceptual Assimilation Model, differ-
ences in crosslinguistic perceptual similarity between L3 and
known (Mandarin) tones could account for variation in the dis-
criminability of L3 tonal contrasts. To control for variation
across listeners in use of the rating scale and to address scale
compression and skew (see Sch€utze and Sprouse, 2014), all
similarity ratings were normalized by listener, relative to the
full set of that listener’s tone similarity ratings. Mean normal-
ized similarity ratings for each L3-Mandarin tone pair are
shown in Fig. 6. Note that EIBs did not actually know
Mandarin, so their similarity ratings can be interpreted as pri-
marily reflecting the acoustic similarity of the paired tones.
As with accuracy, tone similarity ratings showed consider-
able variation across tone pairs, with a high degree of perceived
similarity for certain tone pairs (i.e., normalized similarity rat-
ings significantly higher than zero; all ps < 0.0001 in one-
tailed t-tests). In the case of Yoruba, Y2 (mid) and Y3 (high)
FIG. 5. (Color online) Accuracy in discriminating (A) Yoruba and (B) Thai
tonal contrasts in Experiment 1, by tone pair and group. The L1 English-L2
intonational (EIB), L1 Mandarin-L2 English (MEB), and L1 English-L2
Mandarin (EMB) groups are represented, respectively, in circles, triangles,
and squares. Error bars mark 61 SE over participants; the dotted horizontal
line marks chance-level performance over “change” trials assuming that
some change was successfully detected (¼ 33%).
TABLE VI. Summary of between-group differences in discrimination accu-
racy and response time in Experiment 1, by target language and trial type
( “significantly more accurate/fast than”; > “non-significantly more accu-
rate/fast than”).
Target L3 Trial type Accuracy Response time
Thai change MEB > EMB > EIB MEB > EMB > EIB
Thai no change MEB {EIB > EMB} MEB {EMB > EIB}
Yoruba change MEB EMB EIB MEB {EMB > EIB}
Yoruba no change MEB {EMB > EIB} MEB {EMB > EIB}
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were each perceived as very similar to Mandarin M1 (high
level), with mean normalized ratings of 1.1 and 1.0, respec-
tively; this was the case for all groups, especially MEBs (see
Fig. 6). Certain Thai-Mandarin tone pairs were also perceived
as similar: H4 (high) and H5 (rising) were both rated as similar
to M2 (mid rising), although H4 was rated as more similar to
M2 (Msim¼ 1.2) than was H5 (Msim¼ 0.6). These results were
consistent with patterns observed in Experiment 1, which
showed that two of the four least discriminable L3 tonal con-
trasts (for all listeners, including Mandarin-speaking bilinguals)
were, in fact, Y2-Y3 and H4-H5. On the other hand, the low
discriminability of the H1-H2 contrast seen in Experiment 1
was not reflected in similarity data, as these two tones were
perceived as most similar to different Mandarin tones—H1 as
most similar to M1, and H2 as most similar to M3 and/or M4.
Additional tone pairs were rated as perceptually similar
as well. Both H2 (low) and H3 (falling) were rated as similar
to M4 (high falling), although the groups differed with
respect to how clearly they identified M4 as the target of
crosslinguistic perceptual assimilation for these Thai tones.
Whereas MEBs perceived H2 as clearly most similar to M4,
EMBs and EIBs were split between M3 and M4, giving simi-
larity ratings for the two that were virtually identical [see
Fig. 6(B)]. Thus, for MEBs, who perceived both Thai tones
as most similar to the same Mandarin tone but with different
degrees of similarity, the H2-H3 contrast was likely to
undergo Category-Goodness assimilation. By contrast, for
EMBs who did not clearly perceive the Thai tones as most
similar to the same Mandarin tone, the H2-H3 contrast was
not likely to undergo even Category-Goodness assimilation
(as would have been the case necessarily for EIBs who had
no knowledge of Mandarin or of tones). As such, the
Perceptual Assimilation Model predicts that discrimination
of this L3 contrast should be more difficult for MEBs than
EMBs, which was in fact observed: MEBs’ accuracy on H2-
H3 was significantly lower than EMBs’ (MMEB¼ 52%,
MEMB¼ 65%; b¼1.183, z¼2.383, p¼ 0.017).
Other L3 tones were perceived as more different from
Mandarin tones, and/or as similar to distinct Mandarin tones,
and these patterns of crosslinguistic perceptual similarity were
associated with greater discriminability. For example, Y1 (low)
and Y3 (high) were rated by all groups as most similar to M4
(high falling) and M1 (high level), respectively, while H3 (fall-
ing) and H5 (rising) were rated by all groups as most similar to
M4 and M2/M3 (mid rising, low dipping), respectively, sug-
gesting that these tone pairs tended to undergo Two-Category
assimilation for Mandarin speakers. Accordingly, the Y1-Y3
contrast and the H3-H5 contrast were both discriminated rela-
tively well—by all groups, especially MEBs (Macc¼ 81% for
Y1-Y3,Macc¼ 95% for H3-H5).
As for holistic perceptual similarity, listeners perceived
neither Yoruba nor Thai as sounding very similar to
Mandarin. The mean normalized similarity ratings based on
continuous speech were, overall, 0.213 (SD 0.837) for the
FIG. 6. (Color online) Perceptual similarity between (A) Yoruba or (B) Thai tones and Mandarin tones in Experiment 2, by tone pair and group. The x axis
shows tone pairs in the order Yoruba or Thai, then Mandarin. The L1 English-L2 intonational (EIB), L1 Mandarin-L2 English (MEB), and L1 English-L2
Mandarin (EMB) groups are represented, respectively, in circles, triangles, and squares. Error bars mark61 SE over participants.
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Yoruba-Mandarin comparison and 0.116 (SD 1.029) for the
Thai-Mandarin comparison. By group, the mean normalized
similarity ratings for the Yoruba-Mandarin comparison were
–0.471 (EIB), 0.012 (MEB), and 0.206 (EMB), while those
for the Thai-Mandarin comparison were 0.320 (EIB), 0.260
(MEB), and 0.328 (EMB). The modest differences between
the two comparisons were not significant, across groups or for
any individual group [paired-sample jtjs< 1.261, ps > 0.05].
V. DISCUSSION
A. Synthesis of the findings
The goal of the present study was to examine how nonna-
tive tonal contrasts are perceived by sequential bilinguals, with
a view toward informing research on L3 acquisition of tone
and other understudied suprasegmental features. Comparing L1
Mandarin-L2 English bilinguals (MEBs), L1 English-L2
Mandarin bilinguals (EMBs), and L1 English-speaking bilin-
guals with no tonal experience (EIBs), the current study found
that MEBs had a robust perceptual advantage over EMBs and
EIBs in discriminating tones from an unfamiliar L3, outper-
forming them in both accuracy and response speed and on two
different L3s. However, the benefits of previous tonal experi-
ence were much smaller in EMBs. Although numerical differ-
ences between EMBs and EIBs generally favored EMBs,
EMBs showed a statistically significant advantage over EIBs
only in terms of accuracy on Yoruba “change” trials (Table
VI). Together these findings support our first two predictions
(P1, P2) by suggesting that prior tonal experience facilitates L3
tone perception, with the benefit derived from this experience
being greater when coming from the L1 than the L2. However,
our conclusion concerning the acquisition order effect should
be considered tentative, since it is not clear that the MEBs and
EMBs in this study had similar Mandarin perceptual abilities
available to transfer; data on EMBs’ L2 Mandarin perception
are thus needed to confirm this interpretation of the different
benefits of tonal experience shown by MEBs and EMBs.
As for our third prediction (P3), although we found no
evidence of a difference between the two target L3s in terms
of holistic perceived similarity with Mandarin, there was still
a difference in typological similarity, Thai being more simi-
lar than Yoruba to Mandarin (see Sec. II B); nevertheless,
this difference did not correspond to greater benefits of prior
tonal experience on Thai. Contrary to expectation, greater
benefits of prior tonal experience were observed on Yoruba:
here, MEBs showed a larger advantage in accuracy over
EMBs and EIBs, while EMBs showed a more robust advan-
tage over EIBs (Fig. 3). The main effect of language—higher
levels of accuracy on Thai than Yoruba, across groups—was
not predicted by P3. Crucially, however, this effect was also
evident in EIBs (i.e., tonally naive listeners), suggesting that
the language effect was not due to similarity with Mandarin.
Rather, Yoruba tones appear to have been objectively more
difficult to discriminate than Thai tones, leading to greater
apparent benefits of prior tonal experience on the relatively
more challenging Yoruba contrasts.
Finally, comparisons of discrimination outcomes against
crosslinguistic perceptual similarity data provided limited
support for our fourth prediction (P4) related to variation
across contrasts. As expected, certain L3 tonal contrasts
were significantly less discriminable than others, and the
lower discriminability of an L3 contrast was often reflected
in perceived similarity of the two L3 tones to the same
Mandarin tone. However, this was not the case for the less
discriminable Thai H1-H2 contrast, suggesting that percep-
tual assimilation to previously-acquired categories provides
one, but not the only, explanation for the difficulty of certain
nonnative contrasts. More generally, we interpret the corre-
lation between lower discriminability and convergent pat-
terns of crosslinguistic perceptual similarity cautiously
because it was not only Mandarin speakers, but also non-
Mandarin speakers (EIBs), who showed the relevant patterns
of perceptual similarity. The fact that non-Mandarin speak-
ers could not assimilate L3 tones to Mandarin, yet also
showed decreased levels of discrimination for all of the
same L3 contrasts that Mandarin speakers did, indicates that
there must be other factors leading to lower discriminability
besides disadvantageous patterns of perceptual assimilation.
In particular, the basic acoustic phonetic similarity of certain
tones (e.g., Y2-Y3, H1-H2) appeared to make them less dis-
criminable for all listeners, including EIBs, consistent with
our fifth prediction (P5).
B. Implications for models of L2 and L3 acquisition
Notably, the results of this study are not fully predicted
by any of the main L3 acquisition models discussed above
(Cumulative Enhancement Model, L2 Status Factor Model,
TPM). In regard to L3 tone perception, our findings provide
suggestive evidence that prior tonal experience does not
transfer specifically from the L2, in a cumulative fashion
from the L1 and/or L2, or on the basis of typological similar-
ity between known and target languages. Further, none of
these models predicts transfer primarily from the L1, as was
found here for tone perception in two different L3s.
However, this pattern is in line with previous findings of L1
transfer in L3 acquisition (Hermas, 2014; Lozano, 2003) and
can be explained in terms of the ASP framework (Strange,
2011). Under the ASP view, when listeners detect phonolog-
ically relevant information in the acoustic signal, this acti-
vates the selective perception routines developed for a
previously-acquired language (e.g., L1), which guide them
toward processing the signal efficiently in service of identi-
fying contrastive categories. Due to the dominant influence
of L1 selective perception routines (cf. Kuhl, 2000), there-
fore, the superior performance of L1 Mandarin speakers
(MEBs) can be attributed to the necessarily high attunement
to pitch in their L1 selective perception routines—in particu-
lar, pitch information on the short timescale of lexical tones.
Crucially, however, L1 speakers of Mandarin, as com-
pared to L2 speakers, showed a much clearer benefit of prior
tonal experience in L3 tone perception, suggesting a privi-
leged role for L1 (i.e., early) exposure to acoustic cues as lin-
guistically informative. Such a powerful effect of L1
experience has also been found in other cases of bilingual
speech perception, such as the perception of nonnative stop
laryngeal contrasts (McKelvie-Sebileau and Davis, 2014). In
regard to tone, the current results support the view that the
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timing of linguistic experience with tones has significant
consequences for how phonetic cues crucial for identifying
tones are perceived in a new language. In particular, listeners
exposed to tones later in life may process, represent, and/or
access pitch variation on the timescale of tones differently—
and perhaps less efficiently—than listeners with early expo-
sure to tones. For example, Mandarin speakers have been
found to attend to tone contours subconsciously and to
employ knowledge of phonological rules governing tone
change in perceiving Mandarin tones, whereas non-tonal lan-
guage speakers tend to rely more heavily on pitch height
(Huang and Johnson, 2010). More generally, due to the
nature of tone languages, tone-language speakers are con-
stantly engaged in processing pitch variation at the lexical
level. Such linguistic experience, as shown by Chang et al.
(2017), may be transferred beneficially to assist initial per-
ception of tonal contrasts in another language.
Whereas ASP does predict L1 tonal experience to trans-
fer to L3 tone perception, it does not explicitly predict L2
tonal experience to fail to transfer. On the contrary, because
L2 learners are understood to develop selective perception
routines for the L2 (i.e., not merely to transfer L1 selective
perception routines), a logically possible outcome under
ASP is for L2 learners of a tone language to transfer their L2
tonal experience to L3 tone perception. This is why profi-
cient EMBs, who were assumed to have developed L2 selec-
tive perception routines for perceiving Mandarin tones, were
predicted to outperform EIBs in L3 tone perception (see
Table II). Indeed, EMBs outperformed EIBs in terms of
accuracy on Yoruba “change” trials; however, this was the
only place where their advantage over EIBs was statistically
significant. EMBs’ relatively weak advantage, in comparison
to MEBs’ robust advantage, therefore points to either (or
both) of the following conclusions: (1) L2 selective percep-
tion routines generally transfer more weakly to L3 percep-
tion than do L1 selective perception routines, or (2) the
specific EMBs tested in this study had L2 selective percep-
tion routines that were much less effective for perceiving
tone than the L1 selective perception routines of MEBs (i.e.,
despite the importance of tone in Mandarin, EMBs were still
not particularly attuned to pitch).
The findings of Qin and Jongman (2016), who examined
L2 learners of Mandarin with less Mandarin exposure and
lower Mandarin proficiency than the EMBs in the current
study, provide additional data relevant to both conclusions.
On the one hand, their results cast doubt on the second con-
clusion because their L2 Mandarin learners clearly had
strong tone perception abilities, outperforming L1 Mandarin
listeners at Cantonese tone discrimination with accuracy lev-
els of over 90%. On the other hand, their results are not
entirely consistent with the first conclusion either because
their L2 Mandarin learners’ sensitivity to pitch direction did
apparently transfer to L3 tone perception, albeit in a simpler
task. The difference in task demands between Qin and
Jongman (2016) and the current study is worth noting, given
the influential role of task demands in ASP (Strange, 2011).
For example, it is possible that the higher task demands in
the current study led to facilitative transfer of previous per-
ceptual experience, and/or the blocking of non-facilitative
transfer, occurring less effectively compared to what was
observed in Qin and Jongman (2016); this would obviate the
need to posit a general acquisition order effect (i.e., L1-L2
difference) in transfer of selective perception routines,
thereby implicating insufficiently high L2 phonological pro-
ficiency as the reason for EMBs’ weak advantage over EIBs.
Unfortunately, however, EMBs’ Mandarin (L2) phonologi-
cal proficiency (in particular, their Mandarin tone percep-
tion) was not tested directly—a design limitation of this
study that should be avoided in future L3 acquisition
research, which should ideally include measures in all of the
learners’ languages (i.e., L1, L2, and L3). In the end, the fact
remains that both of the above conclusions (which are not
mutually exclusive) are consistent with the information
available in this study, so we remain agnostic as to the expla-
nation for EMBs’ relatively weak advantage over EIBs.
In addition to the implications for L3 acquisition mod-
els, the current findings also have implications for the
Perceptual Assimilation Model, which has generally been
applied to L2 (as opposed to L3) perception. Overall, the
results concerning individual L3 contrasts were consistent
with the core prediction of the Perceptual Assimilation
Model: higher discriminability tended to correspond to a
Two-Category pattern of perceptual assimilation to
Mandarin tones, while lower discriminability tended to cor-
respond to a Single-Category or Category-Goodness pattern
(Figs. 5 and 6). However, this correspondence did not hold
for all L3 contrasts. In particular, the Thai H1-H2 contrast
showed low discriminability in all groups despite a Two-
Category pattern of perceptual assimilation. Furthermore,
although perceptual assimilation to Mandarin categories was
only possible for the groups that actually knew Mandarin
(MEBs, EMBs), the group that did not know Mandarin
(EIBs) nevertheless showed a highly similar pattern of varia-
tion in discriminability across L3 contrasts, suggesting that
much of this variation may be attributable to (pre-categori-
cal) acoustic phonetic similarity, as opposed to category-
level influence per se. In short, the results of this study, while
largely providing empirical validation for the category-based
approach of the Perceptual Assimilation Model, also reveal
the limitations of such an approach to predicting patterns of
L3 speech perception.
VI. CONCLUSION
Although the current findings are broadly consistent
with an “L1 Status Factor” in L3 perception, it should be
noted that they are based on comparisons of specific bilin-
gual language backgrounds, and different results could be
found with bilinguals of other backgrounds. In particular,
even though the L2 Mandarin speakers tested in this study
were, on average, relatively proficient (according to both
self-ratings and proficiency test scores), they represented a
limited part of the continuum of Mandarin proficiency and,
for the most part, instructed (as opposed to naturalistic) L2
learners (cf. Cabrelli Amaro and Wrembel, 2016).
Furthermore, their phonological proficiency in the L1/L2
was not tested specifically, which prevents us from confirm-
ing that they had developed reliable selective perception
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routines for perceiving Mandarin tones. Thus, it is possible
that L2 Mandarin speakers with higher overall Mandarin
proficiency, clearly advanced phonological proficiency in
Mandarin, and/or extensive naturalistic experience learning
Mandarin might end up showing a more robust advantage
over non-tonal bilinguals than was observed in this study.
Despite these limitations, this study sheds new light on the
nature of language transfer in L3 perceptual development, with
implications for theoretical models of L3 acquisition and future
research in this area. To improve our understanding of transfer
in L3 phonetic and phonological acquisition, it will be crucial
to replicate the current findings on transfer (or the lack thereof)
of prior tonal experience with bilinguals representing different
language profiles, which may involve investigating Mandarin
learners from other L1 backgrounds (e.g., French, Korean),
speakers of other tone languages (e.g., Vietnamese), speakers
of languages exemplifying other prosodic types (e.g., “pitch
accent” languages such as Japanese), and speakers representing
different combinations and trajectories of L1 and L2 profi-
ciency. In addition, direct measurement of L2 phonetic and
phonological abilities, which should be the standard in future
research on L3 phonetics and phonology, will allow for more
nuanced investigations of the links between the L1, L2, and L3
in incipient multilingualism. These research avenues, in addi-
tion to the examination of other modalities (e.g., production)
and the many other features that make up a language’s phonol-
ogy, are sure to provide valuable insights into the role of bilin-
gual knowledge in shaping the course of L3 development.
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1Although the conventional abbreviation for “tone” in the tone literature is
“T,” we will abbreviate with the first non-T letter of the language name so
as to prevent confusion between tones from different languages that are
numbered the same.
2Note that if, instead of considering the particular shape of the pitch con-
tour, the initial part of the pitch contour were ignored and the overall
directionality of pitch change taken to be the crucial variable for compar-
ing contours, two contrasts (H2-H3, H4-H5) could be interpreted as regis-
ter contrasts in Thai. However, even in this case, Thai’s tone system
would less “register-like” than Yoruba’s, with 20% (2/10) register con-
trasts compared to 33% (1/3) in Yoruba.
3Although neither Thai (a member of the Kra-Dai language family) nor
Yoruba (a member of the Niger-Congo language family) is genetically
related to Mandarin (a member of the Sino-Tibetan language family), it is
reasonable to wonder whether, due to geographic proximity, Thai might
have borrowed some lexical items from Mandarin, resulting in greater lex-
ical overlap between Thai and Mandarin as compared to Yoruba and
Mandarin. In short, the only lexical overlap between Thai and any dialect
of Chinese that we are aware of is with the Teochew dialect, which is
mutually unintelligible with Mandarin. Nevertheless, to check our assump-
tion regarding (lack of) lexical overlap, we had a native Mandarin speaker,
a trained linguist with no knowledge of Thai or Yoruba, listen to continu-
ous speech passages we recorded in both languages, telling her in advance
that both comprised excerpts from Aesop’s fable “The North Wind and the
Sun” (see Sec. III C 2) and asking her specifically to listen for words that
seemed similar to lexical items of Mandarin. Even with this advance
knowledge of the semantic content she was going to hear, she noticed no
items, in either passage, that sounded like any lexical item of Mandarin.
Consequently, we believe it is reasonable to assume that the two L3s show
equal (namely, zero) lexical overlap with Mandarin.
4Although tones are often referred to here with their pitch-based descriptors
along with their numerical labels, this is strictly for ease of exposition and
should not be construed as implying that pitch properties are the only rele-
vant cues for discriminating tones or for perceiving tones as similar.
5The one MEB participant who reported knowledge of Cantonese said that
she was exposed to Cantonese in early childhood only and, at the time of
testing, could no longer speak Cantonese. Her data were not exceptional
within the MEB group: her overall discrimination accuracy was 40% for
Yoruba (cf. range of 33%–71% among MEBs) and 65% for Thai (cf. range
of 54%–86% among MEBs). Excluding this participant from the MEB
group did not affect the results, so her data are included in all analyses.
6For more information, see https://osf.io/3fb8p/.
7See the full questionnaire at https://osf.io/jtpzh/.
8The raw demographic data are available at https://osf.io/3fb8p/.
9See supplementary material at https://doi.org/10.1121/1.5120522 for a
table summarizing language background information on all participant
groups.
10For more information, see https://osf.io/3fb8p/.
11An anonymous reviewer wondered whether the higher accuracies on Thai
could be due to the larger percentage of “change” trials in the Thai condi-
tion as compared to the Yoruba condition (92% in Thai vs 86% in
Yoruba; see Sec. III C 1) leading to a relatively stronger bias to identify a
change in the Thai condition. Although we cannot rule out this possibil-
ity, we consider this unlikely, because there is no reason to expect such a
response bias to be isolated to “change” trials, yet we see no evidence of
it in “no change” trials. To be specific, a stronger bias toward identifying
a change in Thai should lead to a greater incidence of “false alarms” (i.e.,
incorrect identification of a change) on “no change” trials in Thai.
Crucially, however, the data evince the opposite trend: whereas false
alarms account for 10.9% of the errors (and 5.5% of all responses) on
Yoruba, they account for 4.8% of the errors (and 1.6% of all responses)
on Thai.
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